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Abstract
Microtubule polarity is highly organized in neurons, with different orientations in
the axon and dendrites. Differences in polarity effect neuronal function, because
polarized microtubules transport a variety of cargo throughout the neuron. Dendrites are
of particular interest, because while axons have plus-end-out microtubule orientation
conserved across species, dendritic microtubule orientation is more varied. While mature
Drosophila dendrites have uniform microtubule polarity with minus ends distal to the cell
body, young embryos resemble mammalian cells with mixed polarity in dendrites. We
seek to understand when this change to uniform polarity occurs in Drosophila and if
uniform minus-end-out microtubule polarity is necessary for characteristic localizations
of organelles to dendrites. This investigation was done using confocal microscopy to
visualize embryos and larvae expressing EB1-GFP, which is a plus-end microtubule
binding protein. By tracking EB1-GFP binding to dynamically growing microtubule ends,
we were able to assay microtubule polarity. The results showed that change in polarity
occurs gradually. While young embryos had mixed polarity, older embryos and young
larvae had ~70% minus-end-out microtubule polarity. It was not until the larvae were
several days old, however, that mature uniform minus-end-out polarity was observed.
Next, mitochondrial, ribosomal, and Apc2 localizations were traced in developing
dendrites in order to establish whether or not mature localizations could occur in
dendrites with mixed microtubule polarity. This was also done using fluorescently tagged
constructs. The percentage of branch points occupied was quantitated. We expected to
see a difference between the young embryos and the mature larvae, since microtubule
polarity changes over time and microtubules are used to transport organelles throughout
the dendrites. In general, we saw localization to branch points occurring early on in
development, before minus-end-out microtubule polarity emerged. This indicates that
mature microtubule polarity is not necessary for characteristic localization of dendritic
organelles.
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Introduction
Neuronal Polarity
The neuron is a highly polarized cell generally characterized by an axon and
dendrites emerging from the cell body. Each structure is specialized for its unique
function. The cell bodies perform the majority of protein synthesis and can be found in
the brain, peripheral ganglion or spinal cord in vertebrates. The dendrites receive and
coordinate signals from the periphery or other neurons. Contrastingly, the axon transmits
signals on to other sites possibly at long distances (1, 2). Axons and dendrites also differ
morphologically. The axon is longer and has a constant diameter, while the dendrites are
shorter and thicker, but taper off in diameter farther from the cell body (3). The dendrites
are also highly branched in order to provide a large surface area for synapse formation (2).
In addition, proteins and organelles are localized to dendrites and axons in a
polarized fashion (Figure 1). This pattern has been seen in vertebrate neurons as well as
fly neurons. Examples from these models include the following dendritic markers:
ribosomes, rough endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, Apc2 protein (a microtubule
binding protein), MAP2 (a protein involved in microtubule assembly) as well as axonal
markers: synaptic vesicles (4) and dephosphorylated tau (a protein that stabilizes
microtubules)(5). While some of these factors are also present in the cell body, they all
are sorted exclusively into either the dendrites or the axon.
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Figure 1: Cartoon of a stereotypical neuron
Figure 1: The neuron cartoon
illustrates typical features of many
neurons. The single axon and
tapering dendrites can be seen.
Ribosomes and Golgi apparatus
are focused in the cell body and
dendrites, while mitochondria can
be seen throughout. Differences in
microtubule orientation in the
axon and dendrites can also be
seen.
Source: Modified from (2)

An important question is how does the neuron localize certain components to
either the axon or the dendrites. Diffusion may play some role for localization to
proximal regions. For instance, while ribosomes and Apc2 protein are selectively
transported to dendrites (5), they can also be found in the most proximal region of the
axon, which might be due to a diffusional process (6). For more distal transport, one
possibility is that the protein could be made in the soma and then selectively transported
to its destination along microtubules. In dendrites there also exists the possibility that the
protein could be synthesized by polyribosomes present in the dendrites. Specifically, it
has been shown that MAP2 mRNAs are selectively transported into the dendritic cytosol
where they can then be translated (7). In addition, it has been shown that MAP2 and tau
mRNAs are preferentially associated with microtubules and likely transported into
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dendrites along microtubules (8). Therefore, even when dendritic ribosomes regulate
protein localizations, microtubule transport still plays a very important role.

Microtubule Polarity in Neurons
Microtubule polarity is important to neuronal organization, because motors
transport organelles and other cargo throughout the neuron on microtubule tracks (3).
These microtubule tracks have an intrinsic polarity. Each microtubule is composed of
several polarized protofilaments, which themselves are made of tubulin heterodimers
with alpha and beta subunits (Figure 2). The tubulin monomers are then all arranged in
the same orientation. As a result, one end of the microtubule is a fast growing or plus end,
while the other is a slow growing or minus end. While the plus ends are associated with
many different proteins to regulate dynamic instability, the minus ends are often tied to
nucleation structures (2). In addition, neurons organize their microtubules with very
specific orientations. This offers another possible mechanism for directional transport
into either dendrites or axon, as cargo may have preferential affinity for either plus- or
minus-end-directed motors, which travel along specific microtubules (4).

Figure 2: As polymers of asymmetric subunits, microtubules have intrinsic polarity
Figure 2: This cartoon of a microtubule protofilament
illustrates the basis of microtubule polarity. Each tubulin
monomer is comprised of an alpha and beta subunit. Monomers
always add to the plus end of the filament in the same
orientation. To form a microtubule, several of these
protofilaments are bundled together cylindrically in the same
orientation.

Microtubules are present in the axons, cell body and dendrites of the neuron.
However, some of these regions appear to be more organized than others. For example,
3

there is no clear organization of microtubule polarity in cell body of neurons (3, 9). Even
in the dendrites, where microtubule polarity is highly organized, the microtubules
themselves seem to twist and weave around each other rather than lying parallel. In
addition, while the dendrites are theoretically short enough for a single microtubule to
extend the length of the dendrite (4), in vitro studies on cat retinal ganglion dendrites
indicate that it takes multiple shorter overlapping microtubules to cross the length of the
dendrites (10). Perhaps, continuous long microtubules would be the less practical option
for branched dendrites. Overall, the most important organizational feature of neuronal
microtubules seems to be their polarity in axon and dendrites.
In vertebrate neurons the axonal microtubules are oriented with plus ends distal to
the cell body, while the dendritic microtubules have mixed polarity in the proximal
dendrites, and plus-end-out orientation at distal sites (1). This organization has been seen
in mammalian cultured neurons like rat hippocampal neurons (6), rat interneurons (3),
and also in frog mitral cell neurons in vivo (9). This has led to the premature conclusion
that mixed polarity is a universal signature of dendrites (1). One look at Drosophila
dendrites, however, disproves this theory. In fly sensory neurons, interneurons, and motor
neurons, microtubules have uniform minus-end-out orientation in the dendrites (1; Figure
1). For example, in class I dendritic arborization (da) neurons (a type of sensory neuron)
there was 94% minus-end-out microtubule polarity along proximal dendrites with 55%
minus-end-out polarity at the distal tips (1).
The existence of an entire system of dendrites with uniform minus-end-out
polarity may indicate that the presence of minus-end-out microtubules is the more
important factor in defining dendrite identity (1). This directly refutes the long-standing
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idea that mixed polarity is what defines the dendrites. Rather it seems that mixed
orientation is an evolutionary option, not a requirement (2). This is further supported by
studies with cultured sympathetic rat neurons involving the depletion of kinesin-6, which
induced minus-end-out microtubules to return to the cell body (11). As a result, the
dendrites were left with mostly plus-end-out microtubules and became more axonal in
nature, losing dendritic shape and other characteristics (11). Clearly microtubule
orientation has some weight in defining identity. More might be understood about the
role of microtubule polarity in identity by studying how such patterns arise.

Neuronal Development
Neuronal development has been studied extensively in rat hippocampal neurons
as a means to understand how neuronal polarity is established (6). Each neuron begins
life as a cell body that then extends several very short neurites, which are
indistinguishable from each other. All of these neurites have microtubules with plus ends
distal from the cell body, even those that later grow into dendrites. In less than a day, one
neurite polarizes and grows out into an axon. A few days later, the other neurites grow at
slower rates and differentiate into dendrites (Figure 3). The dendrites then slowly begin to
gain their characteristic minus-end-out microtubules as they grow and differentiate.
While not all dendrites differentiate at the same rate, a correlation was observed between
those with more minus-end-out microtubules and those with more dendritic morphology.
By day 7 equal numbers of microtubules of both orientations were seen in virtually all of
the dendrites. By two weeks, the neurons had formed complex synaptic networks (6).
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Figure 3: The development of vertebrate neurons from early neurites
Figure 3: The vertebrate neuron
begins as a cell body, which then
gains short neurites. Next, one of
the neurites extends and becomes
the axon. Then the dendrites gain
their characteristic tapering
morphology and mixed polarity. 	
  
	
  
Source: modified from (6)

The question remains: how does the neuron decide which neurite becomes the
axon? Since there are no environmental differences between the neurites, this suggests
that there must be an innate program to direct development (4). In addition, at an early
stage, every neurite has the potential to differentiate into an axon. This is supported by
experiments where the axon was severed and it was shown that any one of the other early
neurites could grow into the axon (6). This flexibility of differentiation is maintained in
mature neurons. Experiments by Stone et. al. reveal that if the axon is amputated
proximally, one of the dendrites is able to reverse its polarity and become the new axon
(12). As the dendrite reverses its polarity, it goes through a stage of mixed microtubule
polarity. This supports the idea that mixed polarity acts as a sort of developmental
foundation in Drosophila dendrites.
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Drosophila as a Model System
Drosophila melanogaster passes through several different stages of life over
approximately ten days before it becomes an adult fly. Flies are born as embryos with an
outer chorion layer. Within a day, embryos hatch from this shell into larvae. The larvae
then pass through three larval stages, growing progressively larger until they pupate
several days later. Then the pupa gives rise to an adult fly upon hatching (13). The flies
are often studied in their larval form as it is transparent, which lends to easier confocal
imaging.
One of the most valuable features of the fly as a model organism is the Gal4/UAS
system, which allows for controlled gene expression. It works through the cooperation of
two gene constructs: Gal4 and UAS. Gal4 is a yeast transcription activator that is
controlled by a chosen regulatory sequence. The Gal4 protein appears in whatever tissues
the regulatory sequence specifies. Also present is the enhancer gene UAS. When Gal4
binds to UAS, UAS activates a chosen gene (such as GFP), and causes its expression (13).
In this way it is possible to express a chosen gene in a chosen subset of cells. The driver
or Gal4 regulatory sequence used in many of the following experiments is elav-Gal4,
which is expressed in multiple classes of neurons.
The fly is also a wonderful system in which to study neurons. In particular, the
dendritic arborization or da neurons are conveniently located close to the outer epithelium
for easy imaging studies. There are four classes of da neurons with different branching
morphologies that can be analyzed and compared. Class I or ddaE neurons are comb-like
with 90° branch angles. The other classes II-IV have more acute branch angles and
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different branching patterns (14). All of the classes can be imaged at once using the panneuronal elav driver for the Gal4-UAS system.

A Historical Method of Assaying Microtubule Polarity
Microtubule polarity has not always been assayed as it is now, using GFP
constructs and live imaging. Originally a method called hooking was employed.
Heidemann and McIntosh developed hooking in 1980 in order to more easily assay
microtubule polarity (15). The method involved incubating microtubules in a special
tubulin buffer that inhibited growth at the tips. This caused curved sheets of tubulin to
attach to the sides of the microtubules. Then a fixative was added before all of the curved
sheets had closed. Therefore some remained open as hooks (Figure 4). Then the direction
of the hooks was visualized with electron microscopy. Whether the hook was clockwise
or counterclockwise indicated the orientation of the microtubule (2). Neuronal
microtubules belonging to many different species from frogs and rats to chicks and
lobsters have been analyzed this way (2). However, axons have often been studied in
preference to dendrites. This is due to the relative difficulty of studying dendrites by the
hook method, as dendrites are highly branched, and much more difficult to extract from
specimen (1). Nevertheless, until the mid 1990s, hooking was the primary method used to
assay microtubule polarity.
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Figure 4: Hooking is a historical method used to determine microtubule polarity
Figure 4: (Left) When microtubules are
polymerized in a special buffer, tubulin
subunits add laterally and hook in a
direction according to the polarity of the
microtubule. (Right) Hooking results
reveal microtubule polarity. Hooking
results can also be ambiguous.
	
  
Source: modified from (2)

Microtubule Polarity and Live Imaging
By the early 2000s, however, researchers were using a new method: live imaging.
This was possible due to the discovery of a class of microtubule-associated proteins
(MAPs) called +TIPs. While in general MAPs bind to microtubules and regulate their
assembly and disassembly, +TIPs specifically associate with the growing ends of
microtubules (16). By creating GFP fusions with +TIPs, moving comets can be assayed
for microtubule polarity (2). One of the most conserved classes of +TIPs is the EB or
end-binding family. EB proteins have conserved N- and C- termini connected by a
flexible linker region. In flies, EB1 is the most relevant member, and functions as both
mammalian EB1 and EB3 (14). When EB1 binds to the plus ends of microtubules, it also
interacts with other proteins to mediate various activities (14). As a result of these
activities, EB1 is up regulated, which leads to more dynamic microtubules (16).
EB1 can be visualized in flies by use of the Gal4/UAS system. The driver used in
many of the following experiments was elav-Gal4, which is expressed in multiple classes
of neurons. Expression of EB1-GFP revealed dots racing along embryonic and larval
9

dendrites like comets. By following comet direction, it is possible to determine
microtubule orientation. However, in order to capture suitable videos of moving EB1GFP comets, the specimen must be held still. In some instances this can be difficult. For
example, when imaging older Drosophila embryos and younger Drosophila larvae
traditional methods of coverslip pressure and halocarbon oil fail to immobilize the animal.
Therefore, to image these developmental stages a shibire mutant fly line can be used. The
shibire mutant (shibire meaning paralyzed in Japanese) is mutated in a single gene,
resulting in temporary paralysis at elevated temperatures (17). This temperature-sensitive
mutant displays normal behavior at 22°C, but at 29°C becomes lethargic and after three
minutes paralyzed (17). If the temperature is lowered again, the fly recovers to normal
behavior. Both the adults and the larvae are affected. Additionally, the eggs and pupae
will not hatch at the elevated temperature (17). The effected shibire gene is a GTPase and
the fly equivalent of dynamin in mammals (18). Dynamin is a protein required for the
final closing of coated vesicles in endocytosis. As a result, shibire mutants display a
defect in endocytosis at elevated temperature (18). Since neurotransmission relies upon
vesicular transport, it is not surprising that less synaptic vesicles are seen at
neuromuscular junctions in these flies (19). This interference in synaptic transmission
causes temporary paralysis.
By tracking EB1 dots through the dendrites, it is possible to determine the
orientation of the microtubules. The directionality of these microtubules reveals
important information about neuronal polarity and function. One of the best ways to
visualize microtubule polarity in Drosophila neurons is by using dendritic arborization or
da neurons. This is true for several reasons. First, these neurons lie close to the surface of
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the body, between the cuticle and the epithelial cells (14), meaning few layers of tissues
to navigate through. In addition, the neurons lie in a relatively two-dimensional plane
within the fly and so it is simple to get complete images of the branched dendrites.
One potential problem with the EB1-GFP method is that it only gives information
on dynamically growing microtubules, not stable microtubules (2). However, live
imaging provides very similar results to the hooking method. Therefore dynamic
microtubules appear to reflect the polarity of their more stable counterparts (2). In fact,
live imaging may clear up one ambiguity that appeared in hooking experiments on axons.
Even in axons, which were considered 100% uniform in polarity, there appeared to be a
very small population of hooks curved in the “wrong” direction. These were considered
to be artifacts of the methodology. However, live imaging also produces this same small
population (2), supporting the old rule of thumb, that nothing is absolute in biology.
When live imaging is conducted with EB1-GFP constructs, fluorescent comets
can be seen swiftly travelling down the axons or dendrites. This may lead to the false
assumption that the EB1 protein moves along microtubules. In fact, the comets actually
represent a wave illusion. What is actually observed is a series of new EB1 bindings to
the microtubule tip as the tip enters new territory (16). But what allows EB1 to bind
preferentially to the tip of the microtubule? One explanation could be the difference in
the shape of the growing end of the microtubule, which has a GTP cap (16). Unlike the
other tubulin subunits, which associate with GDP, subunits at the tip are all associated
with GTP. However, for the EB-family evidence suggests that they bind to active sites
normally concealed within the protofilament (16). In any case, it is a series of bindings of
different molecules that creates the comet effect.
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In addition to following microtubule dynamics with EB1-GFP, other markers
allow tracking of various organelles and proteins. This is useful, because it provides a
way to determine dendritic function under varying conditions of microtubule polarity.
One of the markers analyzed in this study is the +TIP, Apc2, as it has an important role in
localizing to dendritic branch points (14). Apc2 is part of the adenomatous polyposis coli
(APC) family of proteins. There are two homologs both in humans and flies. In flies they
are Apc and Apc2 (14, 20). APC is a tumor suppressor that when inactivated triggers
colorectal adenomatous polyps and carcinoma (20). This is because APC activates the
destruction of β-catenin (or its fly equivalent Arm), which when present activates
Wnt/Wingless signaling (20). Wnt signaling is important in development, as it helps
determine cell fate for the three early germ layers and later patterning (20). In addition,
APC also has roles in stabilizing microtubules and linking microtubules to actin (16). In
flies only Apc2 (and not Apc) associates with actin (20). APC proteins also bind to the
growing ends of microtubules by interacting with C-terminus of EB1 (16). In neurons,
Apc2 is found in the dendrites, cell body, and in the proximal axonal region (14). Besides
Apc2, other important markers can also be followed in the dendrites, like mitochondria
and ribosomes.

Models for Neuronal Microtubule Polarity
One big question when studying microtubule polarity in neurons is how
microtubules get into axons and dendrites in a polarized fashion. For axons, one
hypothesis is that the original nucleation occurs in the soma at the microtubuleorganizing center (MTOC) and the fragments are transported into the axon on motors.
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Then for continued growth, tubulin subunits are transported to the growing tips (4).
Studies with vinblastine, a microtubule inhibitor, support this model. In these studies,
cultured neurons were treated with vinblastine at different developmental stages. When
the inhibitor was added before the axon grew out, the axon grew out more slowly, but the
microtubules were in the correct orientation. Since new microtubules could not assemble
in the presence of vinblastine, the microtubules must have been transported from the cell
body, indicating that such transport is at least possible if not necessarily the normal
mechanism (21).
This still does not quite answer the question of how polarity is regulated. A
hypothesis for dendrites is that the motor protein CHO1/MKLP1 (also called kinesin-6)
specifically transports minus-end-out microtubules into the dendrites using plus-end-out
microtubules (11, Figure 5). The plus-end-directed motor, kinesin-6, is anchored to the
plus-end-out microtubule and then walks along the minus-end-out microtubule to pull it
into the dendrite. This model, while perhaps valid, seems unlikely to be the complete
picture for fly dendrites, because it relies on plus-end-out microtubules, which slowly
disappear from these dendrites. However, there is also another possibility in dendrites, as
unlike axons dendrites can nucleate new microtubules within the dendrite itself (3). This
is supported by evidence that components from the MTOC, which typically nucleate
microtubules, are selectively transported into dendrites, but not into the axon (3).
Dendritic nucleation would also explain the mixed polarity seen in vertebrate neurons,
because if the nucleation occurred at random it would be expect to see microtubules in
both orientations.
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Figure 5: The CHO1/kinesisn-6 model proposes that minus-end-distal microtubules are
directed into axons by plus-end-distal microtubules

Figure 5: In this model, Yu et.
al. propose a mechanism for
how minus-end-distal
microtubules get into the
dendrites. They suggest that
kinesin-6 (also called CHO1) is
anchored on the plus-end-out
microtubules and walks towards
the plus end on minus-end-out
microtubules to pull them into
the dendrites. The minus-enddirected motor dynein is
anchored to the actin
cytoskeleton and walks along
the plus-end-distal microtubule
to counteract its movement.
	
  
Source: modified from (11)

In addition to how microtubules establish mixed polarity in dendrites, there is the
question of how microtubules establish uniform minus-end-out orientation in fly
dendrites. While this question is far from being answered completely. Some evidence
indicates that this process requires kinesin-2, EB1, and APC proteins (14). This idea
comes from experiments where each of these factors was reduced either by RNAi or use
of mutants. In each case when microtubule polarity was assayed in the dendrites, it was
found to be more mixed than the control. By comparing different classes of neurons, the
researchers also concluded that acute branch angles play a role in maintaining minus-endout polarity. This is because microtubules are more likely to turn towards the cell body at
a branch point, because these turning angles are more permissive (Figure 6). This and
other data led the authors to propose the following model. First, Apc2 localizes to
14

dendritic branch points and recruits the Apc protein. Then Apc interacts with Kap3, a
subunit of kinesin-2. This interaction recruits more kinesin-2 motor to the branch points.
Then, when the growing end of the microtubule travels through the branch point, EB1
transitively binds to both the growing end of the microtubule and to kinesin-2 via an
interaction with Apc (14). These interactions all reinforce the decision of the growing
microtubule to turn towards the cell body. This model has introduced some important
players and put forth an idea on how they may interact, but the complete mechanism is
not yet fully known.

Figure 6: Microtubules are more likely to turn towards the cell body

Figure 6: When the growing microtubule
tip enters the branch point, 98% of tips will
turn towards the cell body.
	
  
Source: adapted from (1) and
http://www.bioe.psu.edu/labs/HancockLab/microtubule_polarity_in_neurons.html

Another question is how does the polarized microtubule arrangement lead to
polarized cytoplasmic components. The difference in microtubule organization may be
the important factor here. One theory for dendrites is that plus-end-directed kinesins are
important for transport. This model is based on observations of a neurotransmitter
receptor for AMPA, selectively steering a kinesin heavy chain into the dendrites (22).
While this model might be part of the overall mechanism, it does not explain systems like
Drosophila whose dendrites have uniform minus-end-out polarity. As a result, a new
15

model suggests that selective transport into the dendrites is dependent on motors that
travel along the minus-end-out microtubules that are present in dendrites, but not in axons
(1). This new model would explain how markers like Golgi are selectively transported
into dendrites alone, but does not explain markers that are localized to the axon alone (2).
While motors and microtubule polarity likely play some role, it is equally likely that
other factors are involved in regulating directionality. This is because organelles can
move in either direction along the microtubule. In fact, there is some evidence to suggest
that organelles may associate with both kinesin and dynein motors at the same time (23).
Likely more complex regulation is at work.

Significance to Human Disease
By understanding microtubule organization we can learn more about
neurodegenerative diseases. This is essential, because twenty million people in the United
States alone suffer from neurodegenerative diseases (24), and yet many aspects of
neurodegeneration remain unclear. One way to understand these diseases including
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and Huntington’s disease, is by studying the development of
microtubule polarity in neurons. For example, tau is a microtubule binding protein,
however, abnormally phosphorylated tau, that can no longer bind microtubules, has been
found in neurofibrillary tangles from Alzheimer’s patients (25). Since there seems to be a
connection between neurodegeneration and microtubules, understanding how
microtubules function in neurons is the first step to understanding more about these
diseases.
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Summary of Experimental Strategy
In this study, we explore the unique make-up of Drosophila dendrites. We seek to
understand how and when microtubule polarity shifts in dendrites from mixed orientation
in young embryos to uniform minus-end-out polarity in mature larvae. Understanding this
basic framework for dendrite development allows us to ask whether or not uniform
minus-end-out microtubule polarity is necessary to establish localization of characteristic
dendritic components to the dendrites. To test this we examine the developmental
timeframe of ribosomal, mitochondrial and Apc2 protein localization to dendrites.
For all of these experiments we use the Gal4-UAS genetic system in flies in order
to express our fluorescently tagged markers in fly sensory (da) neurons. In addition, for
the microtubule dynamics experiments we use EB1-GFP, which binds to the growing tips
of microtubules. In order to get clear videos of the moving EB1-GFP comets, we used
shibire flies, which have a temperature-sensitive mutation that causes temporary paralysis
at elevated temperature. Next, we traced mito-GFP, Apc2-GFP and L10-YFP to visualize
mitochondrial, Apc2 and ribosomes. The embryos and larvae were analyzed under the
confocal microscope at the relevant developmental time points. Next, we performed a
FRAP experiment to verify that L10 was colocalizing with the ribosome. Since the
ribosome is rather large, it does not diffuse too rapidly. Therefore a lack of L10 recovery
indicates that L10 was incorporated into the ribosome and not freely diffusing as a
separate subunit. These experiments were then analyzed to determine whether or not
uniform polarity in dendrites is necessary for dendritic characteristics to emerge.
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Materials and Methods
Fly Stocks and Genetic Crosses
Flies were kept at room temperature in standard media. All imaging was done on
Drosophila sensory (da) neurons. In order to visualize microtubule polarity several lines
were used. For embryos in an early stage of development (stage 1), the driver 1407-Gal4
was used with UAS-EB1-GFP flies. (Note: This work was done by Mackenzie Brady.)
For older embryos and larvae, a shibire line was used. Males of the line shits1/FM6; elavGal4, UAS-EB1-GFP/TM3, Ser and females of the line Shits1 1328 were crossed. This
cross was used to avoid overexpression of elavEB1, which reduced the visibility of the
EB1 comets. The temperature-sensitive shibire mutant also enabled temporary paralysis
of the moving specimen at relevant developmental stages (page 9).
To visualize ribosomes, mitochondria and Apc2: L10-YFP, mito-GFP, and Apc2GFP constructs were used with the elav-Gal4 driver. For ribosomes, males with UASmcD8-RFP on chromosome II were crossed with females from UAS-L10-YFP, elavGal4
/ TM6. For mitochondria, offspring of the line UAS-dicer, UAS-mcD8-RFP / cyO; elavGal4, UAS-mito-GFP / TM6 were used. Lastly, for Apc2, males with elavGal4 were
crossed with females of the line UAS-mcD8-RFP, UAS-dicer2; 221-Gal4, UAS-Apc2GFP. In all cases the mcD8-RFP served as a membrane marker to visualize the
background of the dendritic network. Flies were all selected without the balancer
phenotype. For all crosses, virgin females were collected after emptying bottles of adults
and incubating for 12 hours or less at 18oC. Several of the lines used in these experiments
were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center.
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Embryo and Larval Preparation
Embryos from appropriate crosses were collected from apple caps with yeast paste
after twelve hours. Embryos were subjected to 50% bleach solution for two minutes to
erode the chorion, and then rinsed in distilled water. Embryos were collected in heptane,
and then transferred to a coverslip. Once the heptane had dried, they were covered in
halocarbon oil. The coverslip was placed on a metal slide and the slide was inverted such
that the embryos were suspended under the glass coverslip.
To select young larvae for imaging, embryos at various stages were placed on an
apple cap. Two hours later the hatched larvae were collected. Each larva was then placed
on a special slide with an air-permeable membrane and covered with a glass coverslip for
imaging.
For the older, 2-day larvae, flies were incubated with a food cap overnight. The
food cap was then removed and these larvae were aged for two days at 25oC before
imaging. Each larva was then washed in Schneider’s media and transferred onto a dried
agarose pad on a microscope slide. The larva was then carefully rotated onto its ventral
side (dorsal side up) and covered with glass coverslip.
Confocal microscopy
Da neurons were imaged in whole live embryos and larvae. An Olympus FV1000
confocal microscope was used with a 60X oil objective lens. For imaging of EB1-GFP in
late stage embryos and young larvae, an objective heater was used (BiOptechs). The
objective heater was strapped onto the objective and heated to 36°C. This temperature is
higher than reported necessary in the literature, because the instrument heated the
objective, not the specimen directly. The elevated temperature paralyzed the Shi’ flies.
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Analysis of EB1-GFP, Mito-GFP, L10-YFP, and Apc2-GFP
For each embryo or larva, neurons from only one hemisegment were analyzed. All
analysis was done using ImageJ software. For EB1-GFP dynamics, comets were only
counted if seen in three consecutive frames traveling in a clear direction. Each branch
was watched independently for comets and all were counted. Dendrites were also
separately analyzed as those emerging from the cell body and those emerging from
another dendrite. For mito-GFP and Apc2-GFP, spots on branch points were counted as
well as total number of branch points in the dendrites. These values were used to
determine an average percentage of branch points occupied. For mito-GFP dot length was
also recorded for every dot visible in the dendrites. ImageJ measure function was used to
determine length.
FRAP analysis
The FRAP experiment was performed on an Olympus FV1000 confocal
microscope with a 60X oil objective using a 488 laser. With the laser set to 100% both
L10-YFP and mcD8-RFP were simultaneously bleached at a dendritic branch point.
Images were taken immediately before bleaching, right after bleaching and then every 3.3
seconds. These images were then analysis for fluorescence recovery on ImageJ. In
addition, the Image J plugin Time Series Analyzer was also used to measure values
across the time series. Average fluorescence intensity was measured at the bleached
branch point region as well as in a small region of background with no fluorescent cell.
This process was done separately for L10-YFP and mcD8-RFP. For each separate video,
the background value was subtracted from the bleached value. Then for the bleached
branch point region, the intensity right before bleaching was set to 100 and the intensity
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right after bleaching was set to 0. All other intensity values were normalized on this
scale. This was done for the nine videos and the average values were plotted.
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Results
Dendrites develop from single extensions in embryos to complex networks of
branches in larvae.
For the purpose of determining how dendrites develop in embryos, we first needed
to define the various stages of dendrite development. Initially, before the dendrites
appear, the axon grows out the cell body (6). Then the dendrites grow out. One easy way
to monitor dendritic development is by following branching complexity. Therefore,
embryonic development was broken down into five branching stages. The first stage was
defined by its lack of branching. At this stage typically two separate dendritic extensions
could be seen stemming from different cell bodies and on opposite sides of a central
ciliated cell (Figure 1). Stage 2 shows the very beginning of branching with 2-3 branches
from the one or two main extensions. By stage 3 there was some branching with 3-4
branches from multiple main extensions. Stage 4 is moderate branching, with 4-5
branches from multiple extensions. Lastly, stage 5 is extensive branching where
branching becomes complex with many branches from many extensions. Development
was then followed into the larval stage. Here the dendrites of a young larva, just hatched
are also shown. Young larvae are defined as 1-2 hours post hatching, while 2-day larvae
are defined as 48-72 hours post hatching.
In order to image at every stage of development, several different strategies had to
be employed beyond standard embryo and larval preps, which were also used in some
cases. For stage 1 embryos, the pan-neuronal elav driver was found to be ineffective. A
different neuronal driver 1407-Gal4 had to be used, as it comes on earlier in
development. Then, for stage 5 embryos and young larvae, a new method had to be used
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to immobilize the flies in order to obtain clear movies of EB1-GFP dynamics. By this
stage they had begun to gain muscle movement, but were too small to keep still with
coverslip pressure as is done on older larvae. To immobilize these flies, a mutant shibire
line was used. The mutation caused the flies to become paralyzed at elevated temperature
(17). An objective heater was used to raise the temperature of these flies. Lastly, the
young larvae were too fragile to mount onto slides in the same way as the mature larvae.
A special slide with a gas-permeable membrane was used in order to avoid crushing these
larvae.

Figure 1: Stages of dendrite development in the embryo and early larva

Figure1: Representative images of the developmental stages of Drosophila dendritic arborization (da)
neurons from early embryo to the young larva are shown. The numbered stages of embryonic dendrite
development are used throughout this study. Young larva refers to larvae hatched within the past 2 hours.
The comb-like class I ddaE neurons have been highlighted starting at stage 4.
*Please note that the data for stage 1 was collected by a graduated lab member, Mackenzie Brady.
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Microtubule orientation gradually shifts from mixed polarity in embryos to uniform
polarity in the dendrites of mature larvae.
Once the developmental stages were defined, microtubule polarity could be
measured at each stage. To visualize microtubule polarity, EB1-GFP was used. EB1-GFP
binds to the growing ends of microtubules and so can be used to reveal their dynamic
growth. By taking time series and tracking the direction of GFP comets, it was possible to
quantitate microtubule polarity at each stage.
For most of the life of the embryo from stages 2-4, microtubule polarity in the
dendrites remained mixed at 40-50% minus-end-out polarity (Figure 2C). By stage 5,
however, 70% of microtubules were minus-end-out. The young larvae closely resembled
the stage 5 embryos, also displaying 70% minus-end-out polarity. It was not until the 2day larvae that 93% minus-end-out polarity was observed. Thus, mature microtubule
orientation was not established until the larva itself was highly developed.
It might be hypothesized that the shibire mutation could affect microtubule polarity.
To verify that this was not the case, the data from the shibire larvae was compared with
previous values from wild-type larvae. Wild-type data showed 94% minus-end-out
polarity in the dendrites (1), a very similar figure to the shibire larvae. This indicated that
the shibire mutation likely did not affect microtubule polarity.
In order to better represent the EB1 comets, which do not photograph well (Figure
2A, 2B), representative videos of each stage have been included (Figure 3). In each video
CB labels the cell bodies and asterisks follow the EB1 comets. Movements in the videos
reflect breathing of the animal or shifts in and out of the focal plane.
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Figure 2: Changes in microtubule polarity across embryonic and larval development

Figure 2: Microtubule polarity changes slowly across development. Part A: representative images of a stage
1 embryo at time 0 and 4 seconds later. Part B: like Part A for a stage 5 embryo. Arrows point to the EB1
comets. Part C: the average percentage of minus-end-out directed microtubules in different stages of
development. Numbers on the bars refer to the number of animals analyzed at each stage. Data was
analyzed with a Fisher’s exact test. P values show a significant difference between every stage compared to
the final 2-day larvae. There was also a significant difference between stages 4 and 5, but not between
stages 1 and 2.
*Please note that the data for stage 1 was collected by a graduated lab member, Mackenzie Brady.
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Figure 3: Representative videos of microtubule dynamics at different stages
Stage 1 video, 4637K
http://www.neuraldevelopment.com/imedia/1020060399665634/supp1.mov
Stage 2 video, 7137K
http://www.neuraldevelopment.com/imedia/1701486931665634/supp2.mov
Stage 3 video, 6388K
http://www.neuraldevelopment.com/imedia/1229025544665634/supp3.mov
Stage 4 video, 8366K
http://www.neuraldevelopment.com/imedia/1157299971665634/supp4.mov
Stage 5 video, 6372K
http://www.neuraldevelopment.com/imedia/1165145310665634/supp5.mov
Young larva video, 6710K
http://www.neuraldevelopment.com/imedia/1128757953665634/supp6.mov
2-day larva video, 2141K
http://www.neuraldevelopment.com/imedia/1727053005665634/supp7.mov
Ribosomes localize to dendritic branch points before uniform microtubule polarity
Once the developmental timing of uniform microtubule polarity had been
established, the next step was to see if characteristic dendritic organelles could localize to
dendrites with mixed polarity or if they required uniform minus-end-out microtubule
polarity. In very young embryos, the L10-YFP remains in a diffuse state, spread over the
main branch of the dendrite. However, by stage 3 ribosomal markers can be seen at
branch points (Figure 4A). Throughout embryonic development, the percentage of branch
points occupied remains around 40-60%. This indicates that uniform minus-end-out
orientation is not needed to establish a ribosomal presence in dendrites.
There also exists a great amount of variation from animal to animal as can be seen
from looking at the standard deviation for each percentage of branch points occupied
(Figure 4B, error bars). However, even with this variation it is clear that localization to
branch points occurs early on when microtubule polarity is still mixed. When the data for
the main branch was analyzed by t-test, p values showed a significant difference between
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stages 4 and 5 as compared to the 2-day larva (p=0.020 and p=0.002), but not stage 3
compared to the 2-day larva (p=0.27). Perhaps in these later embryo stages the dendrites
have lower branch point occupation, as the neuron needs time to localize the ribosomes to
the extensive branches.
While embryonic ribosomes localized to branch points, it was only to branch points
along the main branch. The percentage of branch points occupied along the distal
branches of embryos was low, at 3-15% (Figure 4B). Occupation along the main branch
was much higher at 54-67%. However, by the late stage larvae, the percentage of branch
point occupation increased significantly as the ribosomes began aggregating at distal
branch points. In 2-day larvae, 80% of main branch points are occupied, while 73% of
distal branch points are also occupied. So, while there is some delay in ribosomal
localization to distal branch points, early on in development ribosomes can be seen
entering the dendrites. The fact that this characteristic marker can enter dendrites
indicates that dendritic identity is determined in a mixed polarity environment.
In order to verify that L10, a subunit of the fly ribosome, was really colocalizing
with the ribosome and not just diffusing to branch points, a FRAP experiment was
performed. In this experiment, laser light was shone on a branch point with both L10YFP and mcD8-RFP. The area was then completely photobleached, destroying any
fluorescent molecules in the region (Figure 4C). Over time mcD8-RFP rapidly recovered
at the bleached location, because the mcD8-RFP molecules were able to diffuse easily in
the cell (Figure 4D). The lack of L10-YFP recovery, however, indicated that it was likely
incorporated into the ribosome, as the ribosome is a large complex that diffuses only very
slowly. While there formally exists the possibility of slow diffusion due to an L10-YFP
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aggregate of some sort, it seems rather unlikely that such an aggregate would localize so
specifically to branch points.

Figure 4: Ribosomes localize to branch points early on when polarity is mixed

Figure 4: Ribosomes localized to branch points early in development when microtubule polarity was still
mixed. Part A: representative images of ribosomal localization across development. Green is L10-GFP, a
ribosomal subunit. Red is mcD8-RFP, a membrane marker to show the layout of the dendrites. Arrows
point to cell bodies and to occupied branch points. Part B: quantification of the percentage of branch points
with ribosomes. ‘Main truck’ refers to dendrites originating from the cell body, while ‘distal branches’
refers to branches that emerge from other dendrites. Numbers on bars refer to the number of animals
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analyzed. Each bar value represents an average of the experiments with standard deviation shown as the
error bar. T test analysis showed significant difference between stages 4 and 5 as compared to the 2-day
larva, but not stage 3 compared to the 2-day larva. Part C: representative images of the photobleaching
FRAP experiment. Here mcD8 acts as a control. Part D: FRAP experiment, showing average fluorescence
intensity as a percentage of the initial value over time. Values reflect nine different experiments. Error bars
reflect the standard deviation seen among the videos at each time point.

Mitochondria and Apc2 protein both localize to dendrites with mixed polarity
Once it was established that ribosomes could localize to dendrites with mixed
polarity, it was necessary to verify that this was not a unique case. To show this, two
additional markers were analyzed, mitochondria, which is localized to both the axon and
dendrites, and Apc2, which is a robust dendritic marker (4). Both mitochondria and Apc2
localized to dendritic branch points early in development, during mixed microtubule
polarity (Figure 5A, 5B).
The percentage of mitochondria at branch points did not significantly increase or
decrease during embryonic development, but rather remained around 30-40% (Figure
5C). However, by late larval stage, the percentage of occupied branch points had nearly
doubled to 58%. This increase at larval stage was similarly seen for ribosomes, perhaps
illustrating a delay between development of branches and time needed to make and
deliver the necessary support organelles into the branches. In addition, the branch point
occupation was again, fairly variable between individuals. Nevertheless it was still
evident that mitochondria can be transported into dendrites with mixed polarity.
In addition, the size of the mitochondrial fused network decreased greatly as the
embryo developed from an average length of 2.25µm in stage 2 to 1.13µm in stage 5
(Figure 5A, 5C). This data suggested that perhaps excess mitochondria was made early in
development and then underwent fission in order to be distributed throughout the
dendrites.
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Apc2 localized to nearly all branch points early in embryonic development and
remained there in mature larvae. At stage 3, the first stage that presented fluorescence in
this fly line, 89% of branch points were occupied with Apc2 (Figure 5C). By stage 4 and
5 this percentage dropped slightly to 76% and 69% respectively and then rose to 80% by
late larval stage. These slight fluctuations likely had to do with the changing number of
available branch points as the branches developed. This data was much less variable
between individuals than was seen previously with the ribosomes and mitochondria. In
addition, t-test analysis revealed a significant difference between stages 3 and 4
(p=0.008) and between stage 5 and 2-day larva (p=0.012). The difference between stages
4 and 5 was not significant. This dip to lower branch point occupation in late embryo
development was also seen in ribosomes and may simply reflect the rapid increase in
branch points at these stages. Overall, the message was that Apc2 localized to nearly
every branch point and was not at all dependent on the presence of uniform minus-endout microtubule polarity.
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Figure 5: Mitochondrial and Apc2 localize to dendrites early in development

Figure 5: Mitochondria and Apc2 protein were both localized to dendritic branch points before the
establishment of uniform microtubule polarity. Part A: representative images of mitochondrial localization
across development. Red is mcD8-RFP. Green is mito-GFP. Arrows point to cell bodies and to occupied
branch points. Part B: representative images of different stages with Apc2 localizations. Green is Apc2GFP. Part C: from left to right, quantification of percentage of branch points occupied with mitochondria
across development, length of mitochondria across development, percentage of branches occupied with
Apc2 at various developmental stages. In all of the graphs, the number on the bar indicates the number of
embryo or larva analyzed and error bars show the standard deviation.
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Discussion
The development of microtubule polarity in the dendrites of growing Drosophila
embryos was investigated through use of live imaging to track the movements of the
microtubule plus-end-binding protein EB1. Neuronal development in the embryo was
defined by degree of branching in the dendritic arborization (da) neurons used.
Development was followed from single dendritic extensions to complex dendritic arbors
in embryos and then larvae. It was found that embryonic dendrites have mixed
microtubule polarity up until their branching becomes very complex, which is when a
70% minus-end-out polarity forms. The mature uniform minus-end-distal polarity that
characterizes Drosophila larvae was not established until a later larval stage
The fact that Drosophila begin mixed in polarity revives the possible relevance of
the kinesin-6 model, which supposes that minus-end-out microtubules are transported
into the dendrites by use of the plus-end-out microtubules also present in the dendrites.
When it was discovered that mature Drosophila larvae lack plus-end-out microtubules, it
seemed as if the kinesin-6 model could not possibly apply to the fruit fly (1, 11). Now
knowing that Drosophila dendrites begin with a large population of plus-end-out
microtubules, the hypothesis seems more possible. Perhaps the minus-end-out
microtubules are transported early in development and then simply stay in place as plusend-out microtubules are removed. However, the fact that down regulation of kinesin-6
leads to reduction of minus-end-out microtubules in the dendrites (11) calls into question
the possibility that minus-end-out microtubules will remain in place without continuous
transport. Also, it brings up the question of why the plus-end-out microtubules should be
cleared at all, especially when it would seem that this does not occur in other systems.
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Perhaps by clearing the plus-end-microtubules the dendrites can be more efficiently
distinguished from the axon.
The next step was to determine whether or not uniform polarity was necessary for
characteristic dendritic cargo to appear in the dendrites. To test this hypothesis,
localizations of organelles and dendritic markers were traced through dendrite
development. It was found that uniform minus-end-distal polarity was not necessary for
localization of characteristic markers to dendritic branch points. This finding also serves
to connect the development of Drosophila dendrites to mammalian dendrites, which
remain of mixed polarity even after they mature (1, 6).
The dendritic markers and organelles tested were ribosomes, mitochondria and
Apc2 protein. For both mitochondria and Apc2, localization to branch points was seen
essentially as soon as the branch points began to form. In addition, the percentage of
branch points occupied also remained relatively consistent throughout embryonic
development. Both also increased percentage branch point localization at the larval stage.
One reasons for this increase might be due to a manufacturing/transportation delay in the
late embryo stages when many new branch points are rapidly formed.
The ribosomal marker, however, behaved differently. While ribosomes were also
seen at branch points early on in development, they remained confined to branch points
along the main branch (emerging from the cell body) until the larval stage. One
hypothesis might be that ribosomes would be needed along more distal branches as they
became more complex. This, however, does not explain the lack of ribosomes in the
distal branches of stage 5 embryos, which also have complex branching. Alternatively,
perhaps it is the increase in physical distance between ribosomes that invokes movement
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into the distal branches. As branches spread out to occupy the much larger volume of the
larva, more proteins are needed further out. If this is the case then possibly the shift to a
more uniform minus-end-out microtubule orientation in the mature larva plays a role in
signaling the transition to increased ribosomes at the distal branch points.
For future experiments we plan to look at ANF, an axonal marker, to see whether
or not it localizes to the dendrites early in development when the microtubule polarity is
still mixed. In addition, we are verifying the ribosome results by using yet another
ribosomal marker. This is necessary to make sure that the FRAP results were not due to
an aggregate of GFP proteins and that ribosomes are really localizing to branch points.
The new marker is L10a-GFP. L10a is a mouse ribosomal subunit (at a different gene
than fly L10 despite the similarity in names) that has been expressed in flies using the
same Gal4-UAS system. This experiment is necessary to confirm our findings for
ribosomal localization.
Despite the large body of knowledge already discovered in the field of neuronal
polarity, many questions remain. How is microtubule polarity established and
maintained? How exactly does a polarized microtubule system in axons and dendrites
lead to division of the cytosolic components? This is especially puzzling when
considering some evidence that organelles can bind to motors that move in either
direction along microtubules (23).
Another question is why did some systems evolutionarily opt for a more extreme
stance on microtubule polarity in dendrites. What advantage (or disadvantage) does this
give them? The fly must use energy to remove the plus-end-out microtubules from its
dendrites, but perhaps the stronger distinction between axon and dendrites provides the
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fly with some measure of efficiency as well. The fly, with its radical uniform dendrite
polarity, promises to be the next big thing to watch in neuronal polarity. The Rolls lab has
made the first step by redefining what it means to be a dendrite. Mixed polarity is the
option, not the requirement. It just goes to show that as soon as you try to define
something in science, someone else will find the exception to your rule.
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